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You can rest assured to buy Fancy XM Package 1300ml Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl from 
us. The company has experienced sales team, by providing good service, won a wide 
market share and a good reputation. The company adopts modern management 
concept, insists on quality for survival and honesty for development, and gradually 
ascends to the competitive platform of globalization. We look forward to your long-term 
cooperation with our company. Wenzhou Xingmeng is a leading manufacturer, supplier 
and exporter of 1300ml Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl in China. Adhering to the pursuit of 
perfect quality of products, so that our authoritative word has been satisfied by many 
customers. Extreme design, quality raw materials, high performance and competitive 
prices are what every customer wants, and that is what we can provide you. Of course, 
equally important is our perfect after-sales service. If you are interested in our 1300ml 
Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl, you can consult us immediately and we will reply to you 
promptly! 
 

Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl Parameter (Specification) 

Product name:  Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl 

capacity Three high The material 

1300ml 16.5*7.5*14.5 cowhide 

 

 

1300ml Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl 

You can rest assured to buy XM Package 1300ml 

Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl from. The company in 

line with the "integrity to far, continuous 

development" business purposes, relying on the 

growing customer system, through the company's 

operation and capital operation of the interface, will 

achieve more rapid development. 
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Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl Parameter Feature And 

Application 

1300ml Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl imported food grade good toughness, waterproof and 
oil proof, waterproof film built into the bottom of the bowl 360 degree indentation 
treatment lock water loss good sealing we have a 1300ml Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl, 
can be used when you travel, can pack a small part of food convenient and fast, You can 
also put some fried food with membrane temperature and we have worked with many 
famous brands on this 1300ml Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl. We can also make custom 
designs and logos to make your products appear perfectly on our paper bowls. 
Our 1300ml Aluminum Foil Paper Bowl is the most advanced machine paper bowl in 
China, with exquisite indentation and smooth surface without dirt. Our company has 
multiple machine owners with more than 20 years to test for 3 days to ensure that there 
is no problem in your delivery 
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